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*Custom unit shown above.



 

DaVinci. The name invokes the Master of  the 

Renaissance, the epitome of  art and splendor. 

At DaVinci Stone Craft, we have perfected the 

art of  making magnificent mantels that recreate 

the same aura and grandeur in your home.

Choose from an exquisite line-up of  products, 

each with its own distinct touch of  class. Rest 

assured that every model is crafted by master 

artisans who are committed to bringing you the

ultimate expression of  beauty and style.

Warm up to a work of  art, with DaVinci Stone Craft.



Casa Bella

With its clean lines 

and artistic columns, 

the Casa Bella will bring 

a touch of  warmth and 

elegance to your 

living room.

83”(W)

42”

44”

15”(D) 

52.5”(H)

The warm beige tones will com plement any interior decor.

Leg Depth 

8”

*Hearth Optional.

     Casa Bella shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone
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Lugano

The Lugano features straight 

bracket legs, elaborately 

carved with intricate 

floral designs and a 

stone-finished mantel.

60” (W)

36.5”

39.5”

8.75”(D)

45”(H)

Leg Depth

5”

*Hearth Optional.

Tall and stately, it makes an unmistakable statement of  class in your living room.

Crema Limestone Lugano shown in: 

Antique Limestone
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Avenue

Avenue’s clean, contemporary 

design exudes metropolitan living.

60”(W)

44”

43.5”

5”(D)

50”(H)

Adjustable

Leg Depth

5.5”
*Hearth Optional.

Give your home a touch of  city style with this contemporary design.

Crema Limestone Avenue shown in: 

Antique Limestone

Avenue standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from flush up

to 2” extended from the wall.
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Chateau

The look of  authentic 

stone, gracefully curved 

into a mantel arch, gives 

the Chateau a chic and 

glamorous appeal.

75”(W)

48”

36”

10.5”(D)

53”(H)

Leg

Depth

6.5”
*Hearth Optional.

The perfect centerpiece of  a living room that’s out of  the ordinary. 

Chateau shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone

Chateau standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from flush

up to 2” extended from the wall.
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Provence

Inspired by true French 

craftsmanship, the Provence 

with its gently curving 

contours, casts a magical 

spell in any interior décor.

60”(W)

42”

40”

8.5”(D)

54”(H)

Leg Depth

6” *Hearth Optional.

Give your home a touch of  European elegance with this exquisite design.

Provence shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone
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Provence standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from flush

up to 2” extended from the wall.



Medium Louis

62”(W)

42”

38”

13”(D)

46”(H)

Leg Depth

10”

   With a stone-sculpted finish 

accented by beautiful patterns, 

the Medium Louis

exudes royalty and class.

*Hearth Optional.

Add a touch of  regal excellence as seen in the palatial residences of  France.

Medium Louis shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone

Louis Series
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Medium Louis  standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from

flush up to 2” extended from the wall.



Small Louis

The Small Louis features 

a finely carved period-style 

mantel with delicate 

artwork and exquisite 

fluted columns.

53”(W)

36”

34”

9.5”(D)

42”(H)

Leg Depth

6.25”
*Hearth Optional.

Originating in 16th century France, this design is truly a work of  art.

Small Louis shown    in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone

Louis Series
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Small Louis standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from flush

up to 2” extended from the wall.



Louis XVI Large

Add a touch of  regal excellence as seen in the palatial residences of  France.

Crema Limestone Louis XVI Large shown in:

Antique Limestone

Louis Series

59”(W)

39.5”

35.5”

10”(D)

45.5”(H)

Leg Depth

8”

*Hearth Optional.
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   With a stone-sculpted finish 

accented by beautiful patterns, 

the Louis XVI Large

exudes royalty and class.

Louis XVI Large standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from

flush up to 4” extended from the wall.

Custom depth is available for any fireplace that extends over 4” and up to

11” away from the wall. See price book for details.



Louis XVI Medium

Floral elements and smooth

beveled edges make the  

Louis XVI Medium

an elegant masterpiece.

62.5”(W)

48”

40.5”

9”(D)

50”(H)

Leg Depth

9.25” *Hearth Optional.

Impress your guests with this natural design.

Crema Limestone Louis XVI Medium shown in:

Antique Limestone

Louis Series
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Louis XVI Medium standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from

flush up to 4” extended from the wall.



Bexdale

The Bexdale is yet another 

simple but elegant design, 

with clean lines set on bold pillars.

**65”(W)

47.50”

40.25”

10.25”(D)

49.25”(H)

Leg Depth

9.25”

*Hearth Optional.

If  simplicity is the essence of  beauty, this design says it all.

Crema Limestone Bexdale shown in: 

Antique Limestone
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Bexdale standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from flush up

to 4” extended from the wall.

Custom depth is available for any fireplae that extends over 4” and up to

24” away from the wall. See price book for details.

Custom shelf  width of 55” to 85” is availale. See price book for details.



Belmonte

A majestic Renaissance-style 

fireplace, Belmonte 

features fluted relief  work 

on either column and a 

straight mantel shelf.

39”

42”

8.75”(D)

47.5”(H)

60”(W)

Leg Depth

2.75” *Hearth Optional.

This beautiful, neo-classical mantel is designed to s  uit contemporary interiors.

Crema Limestone Belmonte shown in: 

Antique Limestone
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Athena

38”

36.5”

6”(D)

42.25”(H)

56.25”(W)

Leg Depth

5” *Hearth Optional.

Its richly carved columns set the right toe for a grand interior setting.

Crema Limestone Athena shown in: 

Antique Limestone

The Athena is a fine example

of  classical Greek art, 

with its tall fluted columns, 

topped with a capital  and

straight mantel shelf.
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Campagna

Clean symmetric lines, 

central keystone and square 

simplicity distinguish 

the Campagna as a true 

work of  art.

40”

36.5”

6”(D)

43”(H)

53”(W)

Leg Depth

4” *Hearth Optional.

This unique fireplace will bring period style and architectural interest to any room.

Campagna shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone
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Ascott

The Ascott shows both 

Greek and Roman art 

influences, both columns

sit atop carved pedestals.  

48”

40”

9”(D)

52”(H)

72.25”(W)

Leg Depth

5.25”
*Hearth Optional.

Transform your space into the Colosseum with this powerful mantel.   

Crema Limestone Ascott shown in: 

Antique Limestone
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Ascott standard, as shown, will accommodate fireplaces from flush up to

2” extended from the wall.

Custom depth is available for any fireplae that extends over 2” and up to

16” away from the wall. See price book for details.



Villa Nova

*33.5”

**33”

6.5”(D)

44”(H)

55”(W)

Leg Depth
6.5”

The Villa Nova impresses with 

its smooth, contoured design. 

*Villa Nova 33” Long shown

Series

Designed for affordable elegance, the Villa Nova makes a fine statement.    

Alternate sizes available see above chart for dimensions. See price book

for details.

Villa Nova shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone

33” X-Long *33.50” **35.25”

33” Long *33.50” **33.00” 

33” Short *33.50” **29.25”

36” Long *36.50” **37.75”

36” Short *36.50” **34.00”

*Hearth Optional. 

Interior Dimensions
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A striking mantle with a bold mantle shelf  and a curved element on the legs.

Avian shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone

Avian    

67.5”(W)

9.75”(D)

42.5”

35.75”

Leg Depth
5.25”

45.5”(H)

*Hearth Optional. 

Avian represents the epitome

of  harmony and balance. 

Allow your eye to travel along 

the gently curved mantel legs.  
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Alessandria  

Classic Mediterranean art comes home in this beautiful example of  Greco-Roman design.

Alessandria shown in:

Crema Limestone

Antique Limestone
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The Alessandria shows both 

Greek and Roman art influences, 

with carved pedestals for each 

column and exquisitely 

sculpted mantel.

38”

35”

6”(D)

46.25”(H)

54”(W)

Leg Depth
3.25” *Hearth Optional. 



Antique Limestone

Marie Antoinette

68”(W)

Series

The standard in kitchen hoods, the Marie Antoinette series is available in 52”, 68” and 78”.

18

*Brackets optional. 



Antique Limestone

Marie Antoinette

52”(W)

Series

The standard in kitchen hoods, the Marie Antoinette series is available in 52”, 68” and 78”.

with B-52 bracket

19

*Brackets optional. 



The recommended fan size depth is 19.5” but can accommodate up to a 22” depth.

Antique Limestone

Saville

Variable (30” - 80”)

with B-57 bracket

20

*Brackets optional. 



The recommended fan size depth is 19.5” but can accommodate up to a 22” depth.

Antique Limestone

Brigitte
with B-52 brackets
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*Brackets optional. 

Variable (30” - 80”)



The recommended fan size depth is 19.5” but can accommodate up to a 22” depth.

Antique Limestone

Tuscany

22

Variable (30” - 80”)

*Brackets optional. 



The recommended fan size depth is 19.5” but can accommodate up to a 22” depth.

Antique Limestone

Tuscany
with B-57 bracket

23

Variable (30” - 80”)

*Brackets optional. 



Anatomy of  a Mantle

Hearth
The bottom portion of

a fireplace that extends

out into the room.  

Overmantel
A vertical slab of  tiled

masonry directly above

the mantel shelf.

Header
The area below the 

mantel shelf, usually with

delicate ca        rving on it.

(The Header is part 

of  the surround.)

Mantel Shelf
A flat horizontal slab 

jutting from the wall for

displaying art pieces. 

(The Mantel Shelf  is 

part of  the surround.)

Crown
The uppermost part of

a fireplace, usually with 

decorative edging. 

(The Crown is part of

the over mantel kit.)

Leg
One of  the two 

vertical columns 

on either side of  

a fireplace. 

(The Leg is part of  

the surround.)

Firebox
(Fireplace insert 

sold separately.) 

Internal 
Surround      

Beautifully tiled to 

compliment your 

fireplace surround.



Stone Textures

Crema Limestone
A smooth to the touch texture with little

to no pits, Crema Limestone is best suited

for those looking for a contemporary,

clean look. 

Da Vinci Stone Craft’s architectural elements

combine centuries-old tradition with contem-

porary production techniques to truly make

them one-of-a-kind masterpieces.

Choose from an array of designs, select a

texture, accent, hearth and surround to suit

any décor. 

The look and feel of  real stone without 

the weight makes installation quick, easy and

cost-effective.

To transform your space into a work of  art,

contact us today.

Direct line: 905.660.0747

Toll free: 1.888.305.1116 

Fax: 905.660.1282

Email: contact@davincistonecraft.com

www.davincistonecraft.com

Antique Limestone
This pitted texture exudes character and

has an old-world feel. Antique Limestone

features both smooth and slightly textured

elements. 

*Mantel representations shown in this publication
are intended only to convey the general colour,
texture and appearance of  the mantels pictured.
Variations may occur in the manufacturing process.



*Villa Nova shown above.

AUTHORIZED DEALER


